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The inspiration for the hit film!

From the coauthor of He’s Just Not That Into You and a former story editor for
Sex and the City, How to Be Single is about one woman’s attempts to navigate a
world filled with ever-evolving definitions of love.

Julie Jenson is a single thirty-seven-year-old book publicist in New York. When
her friend Georgia’s husband leaves her for a samba teacher, she forces Julie to
organize a single girls’ night out to remind her why it’s so much fun not to be
tied down. But the night ends up having the opposite effect on Julie. Fed up with
the dysfunction and disappointments of singledom, Julie quits her job and sets off
to find out how women around the world are dealing with this dreaded
phenomenon. From Paris to Brazil to Sydney, Bali, Beijing, Mumbai, and
Reyjavik, Julie falls in love, gets her heart broken, sees the world, and learns
more than she ever dreamed possible. All the while her friends at home are
grappling with their own issues—bad blind dates, loveless engagements, custody
battles, single motherhood, and the death of a loved one. Written in Liz
Tuccillo’s pitch-perfect, hilarious, and relatable voice, How to Be Single is “a
summer read that, for once, accurately depicts the hopes, fears, and bad dates of a
single woman looking for love” (Parade).
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From the coauthor of He’s Just Not That Into You and a former story editor for Sex and the City, How to Be
Single is about one woman’s attempts to navigate a world filled with ever-evolving definitions of love.

Julie Jenson is a single thirty-seven-year-old book publicist in New York. When her friend Georgia’s
husband leaves her for a samba teacher, she forces Julie to organize a single girls’ night out to remind her
why it’s so much fun not to be tied down. But the night ends up having the opposite effect on Julie. Fed up
with the dysfunction and disappointments of singledom, Julie quits her job and sets off to find out how
women around the world are dealing with this dreaded phenomenon. From Paris to Brazil to Sydney, Bali,
Beijing, Mumbai, and Reyjavik, Julie falls in love, gets her heart broken, sees the world, and learns more
than she ever dreamed possible. All the while her friends at home are grappling with their own issues—bad
blind dates, loveless engagements, custody battles, single motherhood, and the death of a loved one. Written
in Liz Tuccillo’s pitch-perfect, hilarious, and relatable voice, How to Be Single is “a summer read that, for
once, accurately depicts the hopes, fears, and bad dates of a single woman looking for love” (Parade).
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
The sassy coauthor of He's Just Not That into You and former executive story editor for Sex and the City
stays on familiar ground for her energetic fiction debut. It follows the dating lives of five single New York
women, one of whom, narrator Julie, is writing a book about how bachelorettes across the world manage. A
Yahoo-sponsored trip sent Tuccillo traveling the world interviewing women in preparation for her novel;
Julie embarks on a similar journey while her four friends duke it out on the New York dating scene. The
subsequent stories of courtship, marriage and romantic expectations from Julie's travels are revealing and
compelling, but the narrator's interviews quickly give way to her own international affair. The friends back
home engage in familiar behavior: the postdivorce fling, the forbidden workplace romance, the comfortable
but boring relationship and the quirky pet as substitute-boyfriend. The women's plucky points-of-view are
nicely intermingled, with Julie as the woman who ties them all together in Carrie-like fashion. Occasional
shifts to issues like poverty in India, however, work against the book's strengths. (June)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
Tuccillo, coauthor of the enormously popular He’s Just Not That into You (2004), ventures into fictional
territory that distinctly echoes Sex and the City. Julie Jensen, 38, and her friends are singletons living it up in
New York, but they would all much rather be in committed relationships. On a whim, Julie decides to write a
book about the experiences of single women around the world. Taking a leave of absence from her job as a
publicist, she jets off for parts unknown. Her first destination is France, where she encounters the enigmatic
and charming Thomas, who is in an open marriage. Even as she visits other countries, Julie can’t help but
long for Thomas, who meets up with her again in Bali, jump-starting a whirlwind affair. While Julie is off
seeing the world, her friends are back in New York, growing closer to each other as their lives take some
disastrous twists and turns. Both entertaining and thoughtful, Tuccillo’s debut is a must-read for women
navigating the sometimes treacherous dating world. --Kristine Huntley

Review
"This book is a celebration of the 'magnificent, cruel, sublime, heartbreaking party' that is love. I'm quoting
one of my favorite lines from How to Be Single here, and you'll be doing the same as soon as you crack open
this delicious feast of a first novel that examines how it is to be single around the world. Liz articulates the
quest for love and the nuance of friendship in such a fresh, soulful, humorous, modern, honest voice, you
can't help but fall in love with her characters, and with Liz as well." -- Cindy Chupack, author of "The
Between Boyfriends Book" and writer/executive producer of "Sex and the City"

"With a brutal honesty and an outrageous sense of humor, Liz Tuccillo achieves the impossible -- she gives a
fresh, new voice to the world of the single-and-looking-for-love. Tuccillo forces us to think outside the box
while taking us on a trip around the world and into the lives of single women everywhere. She has created a
new genre: the chick-lit travelogue." -Josh Safran, Producer, "Gossip Girl"

"Liz Tuccillo's debut novel is part fascinating, hands-and-lips-on anthropological study and part whirlwind
trip around the world. But most of all, How To Be Single is a tribute to female friendship with a double dose
of hilarity and heart!" -- Claire Cook, author of "Summer Blowout" and "Must Love Dogs"

"A fun read that reminds single girls everywhere that it's fabulous to be single." -- Plum Sykes, author of
"Bergdorf Blondes"

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000027801


"In her energetic fiction debut, [Tuccillo] follows the dating lives of five single New York women, one of
whom, narrator Julie, is writing a book about how bachelorettes across the world manage. The subsequent
stories of courtship, marriage and romantic expectations ƒare revealing and compelling." -- "Publishers
Weekly"

"Tuccillo, author of the enormously popular "He's Just Not That Into You" (2004), ventures into fictional
territory that distinctly echoes "Sex and the City."..Both entertaining and thoughtful, Tuccillo's debut is a
must read for women navigating the sometimes treacherous dating world." -- "Booklist"

"Tuccillo, a former story editor of HBO's "Sex and the City," shows that she can tell a story on the page as
well as she can on the small screen. Her novel cleverly moves back and forth between the heroine's travels
all over the world to her friend's dealing with the everyday minutiae back home in New York City." --
"Romantic Times"

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Richard Nix:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive at this
point, people have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded
place and notice simply by surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated the
item for a while is reading. Yeah, by reading a publication your ability to survive enhance then having
chance to stand than other is high. For you personally who want to start reading some sort of book, we give
you this particular How to Be Single: A Novel book as beginning and daily reading e-book. Why, because
this book is greater than just a book.

Joan McCorkle:

This How to Be Single: A Novel usually are reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person,
why. The reason of this How to Be Single: A Novel can be one of the great books you must have is giving
you more than just simple examining food but feed you with information that maybe will shock your prior
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions in e-book
and printed ones. Beside that this How to Be Single: A Novel forcing you to have an enormous of experience
like rich vocabulary, giving you test of critical thinking that we all know it useful in your day pastime. So ,
let's have it and enjoy reading.

Yvonne Matz:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you actually, why because this How to Be Single: A Novel reserve
written by well-known writer who really knows well how to make book that may be understand by anyone
who read the book. Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and publishing skill
only for eliminate your own personal hunger then you still hesitation How to Be Single: A Novel as good
book not only by the cover but also with the content. This is one guide that can break don't ascertain book by
its protect, so do you still needing one more sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your examining
sixth sense already alerted you so why you have to listening to an additional sixth sense.



Charlotte Lee:

The book untitled How to Be Single: A Novel contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains
your ex idea with easy way. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do certainly not worry,
you can easy to read this. The book was authored by famous author. The author gives you in the new era of
literary works. You can easily read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or gadget, so
you can read the book within anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can available their
official web-site and also order it. Have a nice examine.
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